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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this paper is to examine recent developments with respect to the design and pricing of Defe 
Service in states that have adopted retail electric competition and to identify the key attributes of a model D 
Service policy.' Six states are examined in detail: Maryland, Montana, Connecticut, New Jersey, Massachl 
and Pennsylvania. In this paper, the term "Default Service" is used generically to refer to the electric servicE 
to customers who do not choose a competitive electric supplier, or who are not able to obtain service from, 
competitive supplier. The importance of the pricing and design of this service cannot be overstated becausE 
majority of residential and small commercial customers (over 95 percent in most states that have adopted r, 
electric competition) do and will continue to obtain vital electric service as Default Service customers. 

With the exception of the Georgia natural gas competition program," every state that has adopted retail ele( 
natural gas competition has provided for a regulated Default Service, at least for a significant transition perl 
addition, most states provided that this service would operate as a benchmark against which competitive er 
suppliers would offer services to customers, typically approving a rate decrease or rate freeze that would bE 
during a transition period. The nature, priCing, and availability of thiS service after the state-mandated transl 
period was often left for future decision by states at the onset of retail competition 

The move to retail competition for the sale of electricity at the state level has halted,'" and several states ha' 
reversed the course back to fully regulated electric service." Other states are attempting to continue down t 
competitive electricity markets, but must do so in the context of almost no actual competitive offerings avail: 
residential customers. Even where those offers have been made, the vast majority of residential and comm 
customers have remained with the local utility or "default" provider. It is widely now assumed that any furthE 
progress toward competitive electricity markets will depend on the development of wholesale rather than re 
competition, but the regional entities and national consensus about the manner and method of creating whc 
markets is far from clear. 

As a result of these developments, most customers, and virtually all residential and small commercial custo 
must be provided electricity by a "default" or "standard offer" provider. Where states have adopted restructL 
the protected rate caps or rate freezes are nearing an end, the identity and method of pricing this service is 
subject of intense debate. 

The state decisions about Default Service that have been made to date in 2003 indicate a cause for seriou~ 
and a likelihood that current trends, if not reversed, will carry significant risks of harm to consumers, particu 
residential consumers. Most state regulators in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic regions remain strong suppo 
the retail competition model, but have confused the support for this market model with the notion that Defal 
should be priced based entirely on short-term wholesale market prices. This report describes recent develo 
New Jersey, Maryland, and Massachusetts that confirm this worrisome trend, although legislation recently, 
Connecticut may provide a better approach. 

On the other hand, states in the Western U.S., perhaps in part due to their proximity to and Influence by the 
disastrous market implosion and price increases in 2000 and 2001 in California, are forging a more long-ter 
policy that clearly contemplates a proactively managed portfolio of products and resources to govern the pr 
Default Service. Montana is the clearest example of this trend. 

There is a pressing need for a new regulatory vision to guide the overall attributes and characteristics of thi: 
service, the most important of which is to make sure that Standard Electric Service is managed and not ba: 
upon volatile short-term wholesale markets. 

Default service should be proactively managed to provide benefits to consumers. If Default Service is not rT 

by policymakers and regulators to assure reasonably stable and affordable electric service for consumers, I 
residential and small commercial consumers, the alternative is likely to be a service that relies on the pass
short-term wholesale market rates obtained by competitive bids 

The reliance on short-term wholes ate market prices to provide vital electric service to most consum 
dangerous and risky business, If regulators and policy makers continue to follow this path, the risks to co 
will be considerable because of the short-term nature of the planning and acquisition of generation resourCE 
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follows from this approach, as well as the risks associated with obtaining 100 percent of the customer load 
point of time that may reflect short-term price spikes or other fuel emergencies. It IS unclear that markets air 
support the needed construction of new sources of power when they are needed. Certainly the implosion of 
the early participants in the new wholesale markets and the recent difficulties in raising capital for any POWE 

construction raises serious doubt as to whether investors have confidence In these markets Furthermore, , 
markets do not develop cost-effective energy efficiency and or renewable energy resources The resources 
the cleanest and lowest cost over thelf full life cycle get short shrift when standard offer service IS purchase 
term markets. (The Public Goods Charges as implemented in most states do not come close to capturing It 
economic potential of energy efficiency) 

The key attributes of a managed Standard Electric Service are as follows 

• Assure stable, reliable, and affordable rates; 
• Rely on a longer term, diverse portfolio of electricity products to assure balance and reduce risks of , 

volatility in prices or reliance on a resource mix subject to external events; 
• Lower environmental Impacts of electricity generation; 
• Empower consumers with choices in the use and source of their electriCity; 
• Strengthen the development of publiC benefit programs to assure affordable service for low-income e 

as well as renewable and energy effiCiency programs, funded by all ratepayers: 
• Enhance system reliability and security, and 
• Contribute to the development of a healthy wholesale electricity market. 

The management of Standard Electric Service will vary among the states, but regulators should recognize t 
provision of Standard Electric or Default Service will require pro-active planning and management, centerin, 
assessment for both short-term and long-term acquisitions. Whether the portfolio is assembled by a default 
supplier or a state commission, it can rely on market mechanisms, such as competitive bidding, to take adv 
competitive supplier offerings in the wholesale market. In addition, the portfolio should reflect explicit suppo 
energy efficiency and renewable energy resources. Finally, consumers should be empowered to respond te 
short and long-term price signals in their use of electricity by offering rate options and voluntary programs te 
usage, rely on renewable energy resources, or use electricity more efficiently. 

MARYLAND 

Background. Maryland's restructuring statute required electric utilities to provide electric supply service to ' 
who were not serviced by an alternative supplier until June 30, 2003, but this obligation was extended until 
2004 in some of the restructuring settlements voluntarily entered into by the utilities and other parties prior t 
onset of retail competition. This obligation was extended even longer for two electric utilities-until June 20( 
Baltimore Gas & Electric and until June 2008 for Allegheny Power. Under the Maryland Electric Customer C 
Competition Act of 1999," this service is known as Standard Offer Service 

Section 7-510(c)(3)(ii) requires the Commission to extend the SOS obligation to residential and small comn 
customers "if the Commission finds that the electric supply market is not competitive or that no acceptable I 
has been received to supply electricity to those customers .... " However, this determination must be made, 
If the obligation to provide SOS is extended, it must be provided at a "market price ... " Section 7-510(c)(4) r 
calls for the Commission to establish procedures for the competitive selection of electricity suppliers for the 
of SOS, but this process can be delayed. 

Legislative and Regulatory Developments. In response to the need for interpretation of these statutory d 
the Maryland Public Service Commission decided the following key points In 2002:" 

• The Commission can decide whether the electricity supply market is competitive without conductmg 
competitive bidding process. The Commission determmed that the statute allows two alternative pall 
for the extension of the SOS obligation: either the CommiSSion finds that the market is not competiti" 
conducts competitive bidding with a failed result. 

• The Commission can delay the implementation of a SOS selection process for reasons other than ar 
Independent from the alternatives described in Section 7-510(c)3. In other words, the ability to delay 
a competitive bidding process to select the SOS provider can be done independently of a decision cr 
the extension of the utilities' obligation to provide SOS 
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• The competitive bidding process can be used to obtain electric generation supply at either a wholes, 
basis In other words, while the statute IS not clear. the Commission determined that It could superv" 
process by which the utilities obtain generation supply In the wholesale market, the price of which IS 
through to their retail customers, or supervise a process by which suppliers bid to service SOS custo 
retail. 

• When asked to provide gUidance on whether the electric utilities (or any other party) should provide, 
of last resort" service when a competitive supplier terminates their relationship with a residential or Sl 
commercial customer or such customers refuse to accept service from the competitive supplier, the 
Commission declined to do so, In other words, it IS not clear whether there is a back-up service to co 
proVision of SOS after July 1, 2004. 

On November 15, 2002, a Settlement Agreement was filed with the Commission to resolve the proviSion of 
default service to customers by means of a competitive selection of wholesale supply service for specific SE 
periods The Settlement Agreement was filed by a diverse group of parties, Including all the electriC utilities, 
representatives of reSidential customers, industrial customers, and the Office of People's Counsel. The ani) 
oppose the Settlement was Washington Gas Energy Services After a lengthy period of briefs and argumen 
Commission approved the Settlement on April 29, 2003.'" 

In approving the Settlement, the Commission found that retail competition had not developed as intended a 
that as of March 28,2003, only 3.9 percent of all customers (3,7 percent reSidential and 5,2 percent non-re: 
were taking service from a competitive supplier, representing 16 percent of the peak load obligation. As a n 
Commission determined that SOS must be extended pursuant to the option allowed under the Act. 

Under the terms of the Settlement, there will be four types of SOS offered one residential SOS and three t) 
non-residential SOS. SOS will be provided to residential customers by the electric utilities for a 4-year perio 
the SOS obligation at the price caps set forth in the restructuring settlements,ii, and pursuant to rates set ac 
the results of a wholesale power bidding process" The utilities must attempt to obtain 1-, 2-, and 3-year co' 
with 50 percent of the load to be served obtained through a 1-year contract. The resulting retail price for gel 
supply must be charged as fixed rates for each customer class. In addition to the generation supply contrac 
utililles are allowed to add an "Administrative Charge" to the wholesale pnce. Included in the Administrative 
an "Administrative Adjustment." 

While the Commission must approve the results of any bidding program, the Settlement sets out four camp, 
the future price of generation supply: 

• A seasonally-differentiated and, where applicable to the existing rate class, IIme-of-use differentiated 
weighted average of the prices obtained through the competitive bid 

• TransmiSSion costs directly related to the SOS load obligation incurred by the utilities 
• Applicable Taxes and 
• A specified Administrative Charge intended to recover the utilities' prudently incurred and verifiable 

incremental costs and reasonable return on those costs associated with the provision of SOS. It is SE 
mills per kWh in the Settlement and it is composed of several different factors: 

1. 1.5 mills per kWh for a return to utility shareholders, including cash working capital 
revenue requirement 

2. .5 mills per kWh for the incremental costs associated with the obligation to arrange 
for and provide SOS (excluding residential SOS uncollectibles 

3. The settlement sets a proxy of 2 mills for the calculation of that portion of the SOS 
price that reflects the uncollectible expense for this service. Since there IS an 
uncollectibles factor already reflected in SOS rates for BGE (but not other utilities), 
the Settlement calls for a reduction for in the remaining 2 mill/kWh portion of the 
Administrative Charge that is specified for each utility (1.1 mills for Baltimore Gas & 
ElectriC, 0.0 mills for Pepco and Conectlv), subject to revision in future base rate 
cases and .' 

4 Administrative Adjustment, basically the difference between the 4 mills/kWh and 
the other specified factors above. For BGE, the Administrative Adjustment Will be 
set of .9 mill/kWh, equal to the 4 mills less 1.5 mills for return, less .5 mills for 
incremental cost, and less 1.1 mills for SOS-related uncollectibles The other 
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utilities will reflect the full 2 mill/kWh portion as the - Administrative Adjustment. 
This Adjustment will prevent the double recovery of charges that are already 
collected from customers in the distribution portion of the bill. 

The revenues from the Administrative Adjustment will be credited back to residential distribution service cw 
a per kWh credit. ThiS Adjustment increases the apparent pflce of providing the retail service against which 
competitive suppliers compete and returns to residential ratepayers all revenues assOCiated with thiS AdJusl 
fact, the Settlement calls for a reduction in thiS Adjustment to the Administrative Charge If competition more 
develops dUring the term of the Settlement 

Finally, the Settlement contains a proVision that Identifies the p.oint at which customer SWitching to competl! 
suppliers may adversely impact the revenues of the supplier who has won the bid to prOVide the generation 
the bill. Unless there IS a 25 percent shift In customer load, there will be no fees or additional charges asso( 
switching, and the supplier providing SOS will bear the fisk of reduced sales volume due to customer switcl 
other suppliers. Since only 3 percent of residential customers have ever experienced switching in Maryland 
this volume level to trigger switching fees or exit fees is unlikely in the near term. 

Comments. Analyzed from the perspective of a precedent in the establishment of Default Serv',ce at the en 
statutory transition period, there are several aspects of the Settlement that should be considered by other s 
may seek to follow this approach 

• First, the terms of any long-term obligation to provide SOS in Maryland IS constrained by the current 
which does not contemplate that the Commission could "anoint" the distribution utility with the obliga 
procure this service for a longer period than one year at a time. It may be that the statute should be , 
to reflect the realities of the current retail market for residential customers. Even so, the extension of 
obligation for a four-year period beyond that already reflected in either the statute or the restructurin, 
settlements is a welcome development, particularly since BG&E, the largest utility, has incurred this, 
until 2010 under the terms of the settlement 

• However, the relatively short-term nature of the generation supply contract period required by the Se 
likely to delay any planning and capacity to manage a portfolio of products to obtain long-term price, 
residential and small commercial customers. The Settlement's requirement that 50 percent of the loa 
obtained in the form of a one-year contract is particularly troublesome in this regard. On the other ha 
PJM Interconnection has enjoyed more stable wholesale market prices than other emerging regional 
wholesale power markets, thus the risk of higher prices (compared to current rates) as a result of thl! 
is lower than might result In other regions Nonetheless, the four-year fixed rate that is likely to emer! 
this wholesale bidding process will reflect short-term price determinations and delay any effort to de, 
diverse portfolio of products that are likely to provide long-term price stability for residential customer 

• Finally, the Administrative Charge associated with the Settlement is heavily weighted toward utility in 
and will result in higher prices for generation supply service than the barebones price of that product 
because the Maryland statute required that the price of SOS reflect all conceivable incremental cost, 
associated with providing that service, including a rate of return. This was interpreted in Maryland to 
require the identification of the uncollectible expenses associated with the SOS portion of the bill. Th 
approach, if followed elsewhere, will require vigilance to ensure that these costs are not being paid h 
ratepayers - once through the base rates for distribution services (all of which included cost recoven 
same cost categories in the pre-restructuring world) and again as the Adder for the generation suppl: 
of the bill 

MONTANA 

Background. Montana was one of the first states to adopt electric restructuring, enacting SB 390 in 1997 (I 
Utility Industry Restructuring and Customer Choice Act). Customer choice was granted to large customers i 
and all customers were to be transitioned to customer choice over a four-year period. The largest Incumber 
owned electric utility, Montana Power Co., was designated the Default Supplier for all non-shopping custorr 
2000. Montana Power Co. sold its generation assets (mostly low cost hydropower facilities) to PPL, but sub 
contractual obligation by PPL to provide the necessary default supply energy to MPC's customers until July 
MPC then sold the distribution utility to NorthWestern Energy, approved by the Commission in early 2001. 1 
dysfunctional Western wholesale energy market in 2000-2001 was not only unexpected, but it threw into tur 
development of the competitive generation supply market and raised significant fears about the ability of an 
to proVide reasonably priced electriC servrce to residential and small commercial customers. 
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Montana has debated the policies that should apply to the future of electric restructuring. a debate that has 
even more significance with the defeat of a cit,zen's referendum In the fall of 2002 that sought to buy back t 
hydropower facilities sold to PPL. Both regulatory and legislative Initiatives are under development to gover 
acquIsition of default supply In the future In light of the collapse of customer choice and the lack of competlt 
electric suppliers offering retail services In Montana. 

Legislative and Regulatory Developments. In July 2002 the PSC initiated a number of forums to collabor 
develop default supply procurement guidelines and other restructuring-related Issues and in November pub 
proposed default supply procurement rules. At the same time, the PSC undertook a leadership role In the 
development of legislation that has been adopted in the 2003 Montana Legislative session. 

The PSC adopted Rules Pertaining to Default Electricity Supply Procurement Guidelines on March 31. 200: 
rules set forth the process and policies that must be followed by "default supply utilities (DSU) " The new ru 
the DSU to "plan and manage its resource portfolio In order to provide adequate, reliable and efficient annu 
long-term default electricity supply services at the lowest total cost" [Rule V (38.5.8209)) A DSU may but I~ 
required. to offer a green or renewable energy product The DSU is obligated to acquire ItS portfolio based I 

term needs and risk analysIs. The term "long term" IS not specified. butls defined as the longer of the term' 
existing contract In the DSU's portfolio. the longest term of any contract under consideration for acquisition. 
years The guidelines also make clear that demand-side management products and services must be consl 
part of the portfolio. The rules do not require competitive bidding, but to the extent that the DSU does not re 
competitive solicitations, It must justify the alternative approach. The resource acquisition rules with respecl 
demand side management programs reflect the prior least cost planning rules that remain in effect In MontE 
vertically integrated utilities: a prohibition on using a non-participant test, the need for targets to achieve a s 
sustainable use of demand side resources, a prohibition on "cream skimming" as the primary focus of dem, 
programs. 

At the same time that the Commission was developing default supply procurement guidelines, the Legislate 
considering a comprehensive bill to revise Montana's electric restructuring law. In its final form, HB 509" de 
repeal retail competition, but it significantly restricts the volume of customer load of some customer classes 
leave the default supplier. The bill inserts the following key policy decisions In Montana law 

• The incumbent electric distribution utility is required to serve as the default supplier pursuant to a por 
energy supply resources that provide "adequate and reliable default supply service at the lowest Ion! 
.total cost" [Section 5, amending 69-8-102 Montana Code Annotated) The Commission is granted thl 
to adopt procurement guidelines and approve any utility's procurement plan and resulting default sur 
Default supply service must reflect all electricity supply costs, defined to include capacity, energy, an 
services, fuel, demand side management and efficiency costs, transmission, billing, planning and 
administrative costs. and other costs directly associated with purchase and provision of default supp 

• Default supply service must be provided for a lengthy transition period that does not end until July 1, 
thus ensuring a long planning and acquisition horizon. 

• The Commission may approve multiple default supply service options, but the DSU must offer its cu~ 
the option of purchasing a "product composed of or supporting power from certified enVifonmentally 
resources that Include, but are not limited to, wind, solar, geothermal, and biomass, subject to reVlev, 
approval by the Commission. [Section 12, amending Section 69-8-21- MCA) 

• The bill contains restrictions on the amount of customer load for small, medium, and large customer 
that are eligible to participate in newly defined customer choice programs. The total average monthly 
demand for residential and small commercial customers who choose a competitive supplier cannot E 

10,000 kW in each calendar year. With respect to large industrial customers, they will be granted a 0 

option to arrange a permanent default supply contract with the utility by the end of 2003, but must otl 
arrange for service from the competitive market Those customers who have already selected an ailE 
electric supplier may continue to be served by that supplier. 

• The utility must arrange for a separate "emergency" default supply service to provide electric supply 
customer's competitive default supplier suddenly exits the market The price for this service will refle, 
term costs Furthermore. the bill provides that the defaulting electric supplier must reimburse the dist 
utility for the Incremental costs for this service 

• Finally, the universal service programs and the social benefits charge that funds these programs IS e 
for two years, through 2005. 

Comments. The Montana bill and Commission's default supply service guidelines constitute the first examl 
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comprehensive policy that seeks to assure long-term and stable prices for default energy service in light of 
of the retail competitive market to provide reasonably priced service to most customers, particularly reslden 
customers. The collaborative approach reflected in these proposals reflects as well a growing consensus in 
that the distribution utility must be charged with the necessary policy direction and the assurance that a wei 
and diverse portfolio of contracts and energy supply options must be proactively managed based on 10ng-tE 
signals While It did not repeal the restructuring experiment, Montana has now enacted policies that should 
model for other states that must take actions In light of the failure of the retail restructuring experiment 

CONNECTICUT 

Background. Connecticut's restructuring law established a transition period that IS due to end on January' 
unless that date IS extended by the General Assembly. The restructuring law (PA 98-28) required Incumber 
to provide a Standard Offer for four years, 2000-2003. The intent of the Standard Offer was to reduce custo 
by 10 percent compared to rates In effect on December 31, 1996 By the time customer choice was initiatec 
baseline rates had already been reduced by this amount for the two largest utilities, Connecticut Light and F 
United Illuminating. The integrity of the Standard Offer rates and the 10 percent rate reduction has been mE 
even though there has been significant pressure exerted by suppliers and utilities to increase rates. The util 
still recovering stranded costs and will do so until 2010, six years after the Standard Offer expires. In additic 
Investor-owned utilities sold their generation assets and no longer have access to cost-based energy suppl' 
must rely on the wholesale market. 

As in most states, there has been little or no evidence of competitive offerings or customer Interest In CUStOI 
choice by residential and small commercial customers. According to Connecticut's Department of Public Ut 
Electric Choice website, there are no licensed suppliers seeking residential customers as of January 23. 20 
the other hand, there appears to be little consensus that Connecticut should repeal retail competition and "r 
regulate" electric rates. Rather, most proposals focus on structuring a default service that must replace the 
Offer Service in 2004. 

Legislative and Regulatory Developments. S8-733, An Act Concerning Revisions to the Electric Restruc 
Legislation, was adopted by the General Assembly on May 27, 2003 and is expected to be signed by the G 
This bill appoints the distribution utility as the default supplier. The current rate-capped Standard Offer is ex 
three years, creating a new "transitional standard offer" that terminates on January 1, 2007, but it increases 
that can be charged for that service, by eliminating the 10 percent rate reduction from 1996 rates that was I 
the past four years and excluding "federally mandated congestion costs" from the cap on rates. ThiS term rE 

the FERC mandated congestion management charges reflected in wholesale market transmission rates for 
Connecticut that were formerly reflected in customer rates throughout New England, but that must now be F 

Connecticut customers due to the congested transmission system in the southwest portion of the state. In 2 

the distribution utility may receive "compensation" for the provision of transitional standard offer service In a 
equal of .05 mills per kilowatt hour!j;, An incentive payment is also authorized for those utilities that succes 
mitigating the price of the contracts for the provision of this service below the regional average. As a result, 
rates are expected to increase at least 10 percent and probably more during this next "transition period." 

Starting in 2007, customers with a maximum demand of less than 500 kWX;v who do not choose a supplier \ 
provided a "Standard Service" pursuant to the DPUC-approved plan. The plan must require that a "portfolio 
contracts be procured in an overlapping pattern of fixed periods at such times and in such manner and duro 
the department determines to be most likely to produce JUst. reasonable and reasonably stable retail rates \ 
reflecting underlyrng wholesale market prices over time." [Section 4 (c)] The portfolio must avoid "unusual. 
anomalous or excessive pricing." The contracts must be for terms of not less than SIX months unless a shar 
contract IS likely to result In lower rates and ensure reliable service. The plan does not require that the conti 
obtained in a particular manner. but contemplates competitive bidding to be overseen by the DPUC 

The bill also contains extensive provisions designed to stimulate the development of renewable energy resc 
and demand management programs. The renewables energy portfolio requirement is made applicable to te 
Standard Offer. but the timetable for achieving the required minimum percentages that was adopted in the ( 
restructuring law is extended. Furthermore, the DPUC can approve alternatives to the standard offer for ren 
energy or demand response program options so that customers may be offered these as options to the Sta 
Offer. 
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The legislation does not mandate any administrative fee for the provIsion of Standard Service starting In 20 
does clearly state that utilities may recover the "actual net costs of procuring and providing electric generatl 
services pursuant to this subsection, provided such company m'itigates the costs 'it Incurs for the procuremE 
electric generation services for customers who are no longer receiving service pursuant to this subJect" [SE 
In addition, utilities can be compensated for "mitigating the prices of electric supply contracts" pursuant to a 
approved incentive plan for procurement of long-term contracts in an amount that will not exceed 2.5 mills r 

Comments. Similar to Montana, the Connecticut legislation is attempting to establish default service policiE 
longer time period. Beginning in 2007, the legislation establishes a statutory directive for a portfolio of long
contracts With fixed rates that, while not specifically stated, is likely to result in more stable rates than any Sl 
that relies on short-term wholesale market rates. However. this is the first state In the Northeast to contemp 
adoption of a managed portfolio of contracts and products for Default Service. Even so. there are some as" 
thiS bill that are not "ideal" from a consumer prospective: 

• The pass-through fees to utilities for administration fees are not. unlike the Maryland Settlement, bac 
current rates. Ratepayers may pay twice for these services Furthermore. the assumption that utilitie 
costs associated with obtaining and managing default service contracts that significantly exceed cos 
currently incurred and reflected in rates for this purpose IS undocumented 

• The fact that the legislafion does not specifically define the time horizon for the overlapping contract, 
for the post-2007 period is worrisome, as well as the lack of any planning hOrizon It is not clear how 
"long term." Nor is there any legislative direction concerning the frequency of rate changes that may 

• The requirements for passing through "federally mandated congestion costs" and the impacts of the 
energy mandates for the default service portfolio are likely to increase rates, at least in the short run. 
no estimate of the impact of this requirement in the legislative debates or bill analysis. 

NEW JERSEY 

Background. New Jersey enacted restructuring in early 1999, with an effective date of August 1999 for re!; 
competition. Similar to most state restructuring statutes, the Electric Discount and Energy Competition Act, 
create competition in the wholesale and retail electricity and gas generation markets. allOWing customers to 
the cheapest generation source. To achieve these goals, EDECA provided the following 

• Utilities were enticed to either divest generation assets or transfer them to separate affiliates by an 0 

allow increased use of the secur'itization tool for stranded cost recovery. 
• Utilities were required to provide Basic Generation Service to all customers who did not choose a co 

energy supplier. This service is subject to the regulation of the Board of Public Utilities (BPU). 
• EDECA mandated electric rate reductions of at least 5 percent upon implementation of the Act and a 

percent by the beginning of the fourth year of deregulation. The BPU was authorized to distribute thE 
aggregate rate reductions to any portion of the utility bill. These rate reductions, which are imposed l 

August 2003, are based on the rate levels as of April 1997. 
• EDECA guarantees utilities "the opportunity to recover above-market power generation and supply c 

other reasonably incurred costs associated with the restructuring of the electric Industry In New Jers, 
This means utilities can recover from ratepayers costs that were 'stranded' or unrecoverable as a ref 
deregulation, Including interest, as well as unrecovered costs from providing BGS 

• While EDECA mandated 10 percent electric rate reductions, it also required ratepayers to reimburse 
for deferred balances that might accumulate as a result of those discounts, that is, the difference bet 
mandated rate discounts and the actual cost of the energy that was acquired by the utilities to serve 
customers. Consumers must begin to pay back these balances, plus interest, in August 2003, four y' 
the initial rate reduction. Therefore, ratepayers have been buying electricity on credit for four years, v 
EDECA-mandated statements on customers' utility bills have been informing customers how much n 
they were saving because of rate caps. No other state in the nation has mandated inflexible rate cap 
long as four years and required ratepayers to pay back deferred balances, plus interest Consequenl 
other state has a deferred balance debt of the magnitude that New Jersey ratepayers now face 

The deferred balances have been estimated at approximately $1 billion, although the level of deferred balal 
varies Widely by individual utility. While ratepayers received modest rate reductions. the average customer I 

Conectiv (AtlantiC City Electric) will now be responsible for approximately $350 In deferred balance debt thl 
Jersey Central Power & Light customer, $685, and the average Rockland Electric customer, $1,575. The la 
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utility, PSE&G, is not expected to have deferred balances.'" 

Further complicating this picture, all the utilities have filed base rate cases before the BPU, and most seek ( 
services or base rate increases In addition to the recovery of the deferred balances The BPU currently has 
and formal rate proceedings underway for all four electriC utilities. the outcome of which may Include a long 
securlllzalion of prudently Incurred deferred balances 

Legislative and Regutatory Developments, The BPU has also made several key decIsions In the method 
be used to price Basic Generation Service because the mandated rate reducllons and rate caps expired AL 
2003. The BPU has pioneered a unique wholesale auction to govern the price for BGS. In December 2001 
determined that for year 4 of the transition period (i,e., August 2003-August 2004), electric utilities should C( 
provide BGS, with the procurement of the generation supply to be achieved by means of an aucllon proces 
auction was held in early 2002 pursuant to a multi-day electronic auction process supervised by a consultar 
Board. All the utilities were required to accept the result of this action and enter into full requirements contrE 
the auction winners pursuant to the Master Supply Agreement that had previously beerl negotiated by the p 
approved by the Board. The auction divided the customer load that must be served into 170 "tranches" (slic 
customer load) to allow for multiple rounds of bidding by a wide range of licensed suppliers 

This auction was conducted as a "simultaneous declining block" auction. All the load of the electric utilities \ 
out at the same time (approximately 18,000 MW), but the retail load of each EDC was considered a separa 
"product" for which a supplier could bid to serve all or part ("tranche" or fixed percentage share of a utility's 
auction is "descending" because the going prices are gradually reduced during the term of the auction. The 
ends when the total number of tranches bid equals the number of tranches that the Auction Manager (as th, 
the Board) has set as the auction volume, The bidders that hold the final bids when the auction closes are t 
winning bidders, The resulting bids are averaged for each utility's tranches so that the resulting pnces for g' 
supply service vary among the different utilities. As a result of the auction conducted In 2002 for Year 4, the 
prices were PSE&G-5.11; Jersey Central-4.87; Conectiv-5.12; and Rockland- 5.82. 

After an extensive proceeding in 2002, the Board approved essentially the same approach for pricing BGS 
post-2003 period.,,'ii The Board approved the same type of auction process, but required that a separate al 
Fixed Price service be conducted to obtain two-thirds of the utility load eligible for this service for 10-month, 
one-third of the fixed price load for a 34-month period. The results of these two sub auctions will be blendec 
single price for fixed price customers, notably residential and small commercial customers, for a full year (A 
2003 until May 31, 2004). Other larger customers will obtain BGS service via an Hourly Energy Price auctio 
required to take service through interval meters. The Board reserved for a later time its decision about the 
procurement process for a subsequent year (June 2004 through May 2005). 

This auction was conducted in early 2003 and announced on February 5, 2003. According to the BPU, cust 
rates will increase on average 7,3 percent as a result of the auction. Individual utilities will experience differ. 
results: PSE&G-6.54 percent increase; Jersey Central-7.3 percent increase; Conectlv- 4.5 percent Increase 
Rockland- 4.3 percent decrease. These results do not include the base rate increases sought by the utilitim 
range of 8 to 12 percent) which will be decided this summer, along with the rate Impact of deferred balanCE 

Comments. The New Jersey approach reflects the most sophisticated effort to attain "true" wholesale mar, 
based on competitive bidding. The fact that the entire utility customer load IS available during one auction p 
likely to draw the largest pool of suppliers and supply resources to thiS effort. On the other hand, the auctiol 
itself reflects only short-term market trends, which in the PJM area is in a wholesale surplus situation. As a 
there is no long-term price stability, resource acquisition, or portfolio management occurrrng in New Jersey 
Jersey has truly put all its electricity eggs in the hands of the wholesale market for generation, and the fact 
vast majority of the custorner load is bid out at the same time IS a very nsky bUSiness. While the PJM whole 
market has been relatively stable, at least compared to Western energy markets, the changes that are like!> 
as a result of the expansion of PJM to include New York and other large Midwestern utilities (such as Comr 
Edison In Illinois) may result In unforeseen changes in electricity prices in the short term. Furthermore, the r 
the auction will be conducted during a time of market Instability due to either a true shortage or market man 
should also be considered. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
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Background. The MassachUsetts restructuring statute" creates two ~ervices for customers who do not set 
competitive supplier or who are no longer served by a competitive supplier for any reason: "Standard Offer 
Service" (SOS) and "Default Service""" Standard Offer service IS provided by existing utilities to all custom 
choose not to choose and It reflects the statutory mandate for rate reductions (10 percent in year one and 1 
beginning on September 1. 1999). Standard Offer service IS only available for the transition period of seven 
(until March 1, 2005) The Act provides a limited set of circumstances under which a customer may enter th 
competitive market and then return to this service, but basically new customers who move into a dlstributior 
service territory after March 1, 1998 (the onset of competition) or who seek to return to regulated rates after 
swimming in the competitive waters are not able to receive SOS. Customers who were being served by utili 
March 1998 may enter the competitive market and return once within 120 days, but otherwise customers w 
the competitive market are not otherwise eligible for Standard Offer Service. However, pursuant to statute, 
income customers (defined as those receiving the low-income rate discounts available at each utility) can rE 

Standard Offer service at any time. 

Default Service is provided to any customer without a competitive energy supplier and who is otherwise not 
for Standard Offer Service. The distribution utilities must offer both services under rates approved by the DE 
of Telecommunications and Energy (DTE). For the first several years of competition, the DTE ordered the u 
provide Default Service at the same price as SOS. However, in mid-2000, the DTE decoupled Default Serv 
from SOS rates. The Department ordered utilities to pass through a price that reflects short-term priced ser 
obtained by bids in the wholesale market The price must be fixed for six-month intervals or offered as a me 
month variable rate for a six-month period. Residential customers who must obtain Default Service will be 
automatically placed on the fixed price rate, but will be offered the month-to-month variable price as an opti, 
Commercial and industrial customers will be put on the variable price option and must seek the fixed rate UI 
request 

Prices for both Standard Offer Service and Default Service have increased since the onset of retail competi 
Utilities sought rate increases based on the rising fuel prices in the wholesale market In effect, the utilities, 
fuel clause adjustment to their rates and alleged that the Restructuring Act did not intend to prevent such fu 
adjustments in mandating the 10-15 percent rate reductions. In mid-2000, the DTE approved this approach 
resulting increases in SOS rates. 

The Default Service pricing method relies entirely on passing through short-term wholesale market prices a 
varied considerably since its onset in 2001, almost always higher than Standard Offer Service. Furthermore 
March 2003, 36 percent of the residential customers were served under this higher rate, primarily due to thE 
customers who have moved or entered the service territory since March 1998 are not eligible for SOS. Can 
electric suppliers serve 2.4 percent of residential customers."" 

The following chart shows the impact of these pricing policies on regulated SOS and Default Service rates I 
residential customers in Massachusetts since the onset of restructuring: 
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After the price moderations that were in effect in early 2002, recent rate increases for Default Service custo 
once again ordered by the DTE based on wholesale market prices in early 2003. As of May 1, 2003 througt 
31,2003, Massachusetts Electric Co. rates for residential customers will increase from 5.135 cents per kwh 
cents, a 44 percent Increase in the price for the generation portion of the bill. Larger commercial and indust 
customers will pay even higher rates, up to 8.6 cents per kwh In some cases'x;" 

Standard Offer prices have also increased, based on fuel adjustment filings by the utilities. The 2003 May-[ 
price for Standard Offer rates for residential customers will vary from 5.6 cents per kwh to 5.852 cents at Be 
Edison. XXIV 

Legislative and Regulatory Developments. There have been no recent efforts to amend the MassachusE 
restructuring law, even in light of the volatile prices for Default Service. Furthermore, the Massachusetts 01 
firmly committed to the creation of a competitive market and the establishment of pricing methods that refle, 
"market" prices and "price signals," defined as relatively short-term wholesale market prices xxv 

Furthermore, in a major policy decision, the DTE has issued an order to govern the pricing and purpose of I 
Service in the future and after the expiration of SOS in 2005. xxv> The DTE based its decision on its overall ir 
adopt policies that do not prevent the "most efficient market structure from developing." [Order at 33] With r 
procurement and pricing of Default Service, the DTE expressed a concern about bidding out 100 percent 01 
distribution utility's default service supply every six month, recognizing that prices in the wholesale market e 
change quickly. As a result, the Department adopted the proposal by NSTAR to procure 50 percent of its dE 
service supply semi-annually for 12-month terms. [Order at 45] 

The Department also required the utilities to include information In its Default Service and Standard Offer SE 
filing to describe the manner in which it has complied or intends to comply with its Renewable Portfolio Sen 
obligation, but declined to set forth any minimum standards for a compliance strategy and specifically declir 
require the utilities to enter into long-term contracts with renewable resources, even though comments in th 
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proceeding made clear that such long-term contracts were required to support investments In such resourc, 
Furthermore, the DTE refused proposals to reqUIre utilities to offer a "green" option for default service. lOrd 
46J 

Comments. The Massachusetts DTE's approach to the design and pncing method for Default Service IS cr 
ALL customers will be provided with this service at the end of the transition period In March 2005 While It 
charactenzed ItS change from 6-month to 12-month default service contracts as one that Will contribute to rr 
prrces for residential customers, the significance of thiS change in preventing volatile wholesale market chal 
not clear. Rather, thiS approach continues the process of refusing to develop long-term procurement option 
Default Service supply and makes it very difficult to factor In cost-effective energy management or renewab 
resources into the Default Service supply mix. Massachusetts continues to rely on short-term wholesale me 
changes'. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Background. Pennsylvania is one of the few states'"'' that has attempted to bid out retail customers to de1 
service providers, but generally without success Under the Pennsylvania restructuring statute. electric dlstr 
companies must provide default service to therr customers dunng a lengthy transition penod under a set of 
for both distribution and generation services that vary by individual utility '"v," In addition, several utilities a, 
(under pressure from competitive suppliers, such as Enron, who have subsequently disappeared) to proVISI 
their restructuring settlements that requrred them to offer a portion of their customer load to the competitive 
thus awarding 20 percent of residential customers to a competitive supplier. However, the utility was not re( 
award any bids that exceeded the rate caps. As a result, the competitive bidding programs have required c, 
suppliers to bid generation supply prices that were the same as or slightly below current rate caps for this s' 
Even so, such bidding would have the potential to award hundreds of thousands of residential customers to 
competitive supplier without incurring any upfront marketing or acquisition costs. 

Legislative and Regutatory Developments. Almost without exception, such bidding programs have not b, 
successful, at least with respect to residential customers. Either the utility has received no qualifying bids 01 

case of the NewPower, the program failed when NewPower obtained approximately 300,000 residential cur 
from PECO but then withdrew when the supplier declared bankruptcy in 2002. 

Under the most recent attempt to implement another PECO Energy settlement requirement, the Pennsylval 
approved a plan to assign 400,000 residential customers to alternative electricity suppliers."i' This "market 
threshold plan" is to be .implemented in two phases. In the first phase, winning bidders were supposed to SE 
100,000 residential customers, who would be randomly assigned to licensed suppliers in the summer of 201 
in the second phase, another bidding program will be held to assign the remaining pool of residential custar 
new suppliers by December 2003. Bids for this service must provide at least a 1.5 percent discount from th, 
PECO Energy price for generation service for residential accounts. 20 percent of the customers will be assi 
suppliers offenng service with a renewable energy component (containing at least 5 percent renewable res' 
but bids for this service do not have to provide any discount from the current PECO generation price Custo 
receive notices about therr assignment and be offered the option to decline the assignment and return to PE 
without charge at any time. PECO will continue to handle all billing and customer contact, but the customer' 
aSSigned generation supplier will be Identified on the customer bill 

Under the Pennsylvania restructuring statute, the service that will be provided to those customers without a 
competitive provider is called the Provider of Last Resort service (the name for default service), but there al 
statutory directions or details as to who must provide this service or how it should be priced. The Commissi, 
announced workshops in March 2003 to discuss the statutory requirement that distribution utilities or Provid 
Resort suppliers are obligated to "acquire electric energy at prevailing market prices" and "recover fUlly all r 
costs." These Provider of Last Resort Working Groups held preliminary meetings, but the Staff did not prop· 
schedule for further meetings or other proposals that might structure future discussions. 

Comments. As in Massachusetts, there has been no attempt to amend the Pennsylvania restructuring stat 
clanfy the intent and method of priCing Default Service. However, the presence of the rate caps and their 10 
have prevented any adverse impact on customers due to the changes in the short-term wholesale market s 
onset of restructuring. On the other hand, the Commission appears committed to fully exploring the com pet 
bidding structure to provide this service. The success of the PECO Energy assignment of customers under 
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2003 Order may be. the key to future developments In Pennsylvania. Preliminary results do not appear encc 
for this approach, however. The first round of bids for residential customers under Phase I of the program d 
result in any bids. As a result, bids will be sought again in December 2003 for 375,000 residential PECO Er 
customers. On the other hand, the bids solicited for small commercial customers was successful and 3 sup 
offered service to 65,000 small commercial customers at a 1.25 percent discount from the current generatic 
pnce offered by PECO Energy. Clearly, the notion of competitive bidding coupled with rate caps to assure E 

and stable prices for Default Service can result in benefits to customers and afford the opportunity to comp' 
suppliers to obtain a large number of retail customers without mcurrent marketing and acquisition expenses 

I ThiS paper builds on the research and recommendations set forth In Alexander, Barbara, Default Service f 
ElectriC Competition: Can Residential And Low Income Customers Be Protected When The Experiment Go 
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory, April 2002), available at NCAT's website: 
http://www.ncat.org/liheap/pubs/barbaQeJault3d.oc . 

ii The Atlanta Gas Light retail competition program approved in Georgia in 1998 did not provide for any Def, 
Service, allowing competitive suppliers to disconnect customers and leaving them without any regulated se 
provider. In 2002, the Georgia Legislature adopted amendments to the natural gas competition program thE 
authorized the Commission to select a Provider of Last Resort to provide service at regulated rates. See N( 
September 2002 study that documents the impacts of passing through short-term wholesale energy market 
consumers in Georgia, Massachusetts, Ohio, Texas, and New York http//neaap.ncat.org/experts/malnlntrc 

iii No State has adopted retail electric competition since 2000. 

iv Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, California, Arkansas, West Virginia, and Oklahoma, have either adopted II 
or regulatory decision to halt or reverse the course to retail competition since 2000. Both Illinois and Virgini, 
extended transition periods for residential customers. 

v Sections 7-501 through 7-518 of the Public Utility Companies Article of the Annotated Code of Maryland. 

vi Maryland PSC, Order No. 77806, Case No 8908, May 30, 2002. 

V" Maryland Public Service Commission, In the Matter of the Commission's InqUiry mto the Competitive Sel< 
Electricity SuppllerlStandard Offer Service, Case No. 8908, April 29, 2003. 

viii As a result, for example, the BGE obligation to provide SOS under the terms of the settlement will extenc 
years beyond the 2006 date contained in the restructuring settlement. 

IX Shorter service periods and more short-term wholesale market pass through mechanisms re established 
commercial and industrial customers in the Settlement. 

x Montana PSC, Notice of Adoption, In the Matter of the Adoption of Rules Pertaining to Default Electricity ~ 
Procurement GUidelines, March 31,2003. 

xi HB 509 was signed by the Governor on May 5, 2003, effective July 1,2003, and aSSigned Chapter Numb 
2003 Session Laws. 

xii See http://www.dpuc-electric-choice.com/hotnews/new_list.html 

xiii This amount was estimated as a total of $14 million based on statewide sales by the Office of Consumer 
who opposed this incremental charge. 
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XIV Larger customers are not eligible for this service and must obtain their own generation supply or rely on I 
"supplier of last resort" service" that reflects short-term wholesale market rates for a period of not less than 

XV N.J.SA C.48:3-50 2(c)(4) 

xv, Perhaps not coincidentally, PSE&G IS the only New Jersey utility that did not divest Its generation assets 

XV" IfMfO The Provision of Basic Generation Service, Decision and Order, Docket No. EX01050303, E0011 
E001100655, E0011 00656, E0011 00657, December 11,2001 

XV;;; IfMfO The Provision of Basic Generation Service, Decision and Order, Docket Nos. EXO 111 0754 and 
E002070384, December 18, 2002. 

X" Further emphasizing the wholesale nature of this transaction, all parties proposed that the auction proce, 
coordinated to reflect the PJM scheduling timeframes, the local regional wholesale market. 

"An Act Relative to Restructuring the Electric Utility Industry In the Commonwealth, Regulating the ProVISI' 
Electricity and Other Services, and Promoting Enhanced Consumer Protections Therein, House No. 5117, i 
19,1997, ch. 164, Acts of 1997) 

XX< G,L. c. 164, Section 1B(d) and implemented in the Massachusetts DTE regulations, 220 C,M,R, Section 

XX;; Customer migration data is available from the Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources (DOER) 
www.state.ma.usfdoer 

XX;;; See http :lfwww.state.ma.us/dpufrestructfcompetitionfdefaultservice.htm 

XX;V See http://www.statema.usfdpufelectricfsosfafillngs.htm 

XXV In rejecting the call of the Attorney General for adjudicatory hearings on the significant price Increases fe 
Service announced in April, the DTE stated that "reliance on effiCient market prices leads to the best result 
consumers," See [citation needed] . 

XXV; Massachusetts Department of Telecommunications and Energy, Investigation by the DTE on its own Me 
the Provision of Default Service, DTE. 02-40-B, April 24, 2003. 

XXV;, Maine bids out the entire Standard Offer generation service for each customer class and for each distril 
utility's nons hopping customers in the wholesale market under the direct supervision of the Maine PUC. Th, 
distribution utilities are then required to enter Into standardized contracts based on the PUC decision conce 
bids The Maine PUC approved a 3-year bid for Standard Offer service to residential customers effective rv 
2002. ThiS program is unique among the restructuring states. 

XXV;;, The generation rate caps extend to 2009 for PPL, 2010 for PECO Energy, and 2010 for the FirstEnerm 
utilities, 

XX;X Pennsylvania PUC, Petition for Approval of PECO Energy Company's Market Share Threshold 
BiddingfAssessment Process, Docket Nos, P-00021984, P-00021992, Opinion and Order, May 1, 2003. 
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